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Tiananmen & the Hong Kong SAR

While since the 1950s it was common for a significant proportion of overseas students
to remain in Australia after completing their studies, this proportion greatly increased
in the aftermath of the June 4th 1989 Tiananmen incident. Sympathy for the students
in Beijing flowed over to those in Australia, which at the time were some 16,000
students around Australia, though mainly in Sydney and Melbourne. At the tearful
decree of Prime Minister Bob Hawke all became eligible to remain in Australia while
another 30,000 students who arrived after this date and their dependents were also
eventually granted similar status by early 1993.
Despite some uncertainty, the legal status of this group of students was gradually
worked out with much agitation by the students themselves and support from a range
of Chinese-Australian organisations.1 Eventually four year extensions to their visa’s
became permanent residence by 1993, making the students eligible not only to remain
and become citizens but also to bring in immediate family members. The result was a
large increase not only in the Chinese population of Australia but also of a large group
of young, well educated people with strong links to China. A population within which
there were relatively few Cantonese speakers or readers of traditional Chinese
characters.
One consequence, apart from sheer numbers, of the settling of large numbers of
educated young families from China was the development of a literature of the
Chinese-Australian experience. This is something that, aside from a very few
individual works, had not occurred previously in Chinese-Australian history. Works
in this field are mostly in the vein of student experiences and generally appealed to
potential students still in China. 2 Along side such literature there was also an
increasing number of academic studies as students also turned towards their fellow
students to examine across a range of disciplines the experience of being a Chinese
student in Australia.
Politics in China continued to influence who came to Australia and the approaching
reunification of Hong Kong with China in 1997 lead to great uncertainty among the
many British subjects of that colony. The result was that large numbers of
professional people applied for Australian residence. For a time the phenomenon
known as ‘parachute families’ was the norm, something almost the opposite of
Chinese migration practices of the past.3 What this meant was that working men with
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business interests in Hong Kong and China would transfer their families to Australia
while returning themselves to Hong Kong to live and work.
While the 1997 re-unification was accomplished with little immediate change
apparent, the flow of professional people continued, including increasingly from both
the PRC and Taiwan in addition to Hong Kong. The educational and class levels of
people entering Australia of Chinese background in the 1990s was a factor very
different from past migration and in keeping with the very different migration policies
maintained by Australia. Policies that in the 1990s for the first time became
practically non-discriminatory on a racial level as they became increasingly so on a
class and educational level. In this decade over 200,000 people of Chinese
background arrived in Australia.4
One consequence of the increasing migration of professional people has been the
arrival of children who are neither Australian-born as in the past, nor full migrants as
their parents, but people who have a more mixed sense of identity as a result of
growing up in one country part-way through their childhood as well as more often
undertaking regular return visits to their country of birth than past generations had
been able to. While many individuals have been in similar situations, for the first time
this was true of a significant proportion of a generation. Issues of individualism
versus conformity, occupational choices, intermarriage and identity all loom large for
this generation.5
During the 1990’s trade with China also grew at a rapid rate, a 400% increase, until
China became Australia’s major trading partner. While China now loomed large for
Australia, as a proportion of China’s total trade the Australian component did not and
even declined slightly.6 Thus as China grew greatly in importance from Australia’s
perspective, Australia did not grow as significant from that of China’s.
The growing significance of the Chinese-Australian community in the 1990s was
shown as marketing, for the first time since the 1920s, by non-Chinese businesses
directly to Chinese-Australian’s as a consumer group took off. Advertising in Chinese
language papers was increasingly common, of which there were four in Sydney by
1994 (Sing Tao Jih Bao (HK), Chinese Herald, Independence Daily (Taiwan),
Australian Chinese Daily (HK, China).7 Also translations of advertising and specific
targeting, such as when the NSW lotteries began to feature dragons on special runs of
lottery tickets, all began in this period. Other examples of business adaptation to the
needs of its Chinese customers include in 1995, the Advance Bank’s development of
a Quickphone service designed to meet the needs of Cantonese speakers specifically.
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Similarly the Sydney Casino changed the colour of its free shuttle bus from black
(unlucky) to gold.8
Also in this period began the re-making of the various Chinatowns of Sydney,
Melbourne, and the creation of a new one in Brisbane. For political and tourist
reasons, however, the heritage of the Chinatown ‘ghetto’ was being preserved just as
the reasons for such ghettos in a post-WAP Australia was removed. Ironically this
transformation began at a time most of the Chinese-Australian community were
establishing themselves in the various suburbs of Australia’s main cities in what some
have called ‘ethnoburbia’.9 In 1996 a Chinese Cultural Centre was established in one
of these suburbs, in Sydney’s Chatswood, as a place for teaching various Chinese
crafts and exhibiting Chinese art and culture.10
The 1990s was a mixed period as far as multiculturalism was concerned. In 1991 the
Hong Kong born Henry Tsang was elected the Labor representative on Sydney City
Council and became the Deputy Mayor. While the following year the Indo-China
Chinese Association felt it necessary to publish a handbook on combating racial
discrimination. 11 In 1994, SBS showed a documentary history of the Chinese in
Australia entitled ‘Flowers and the Wide Sea’, and two years later in 1996 began
another outburst of broadly anti-Asian racism with the rise of Pauline Hanson and the
One Nation political party.
This racism of the 1990s provoked a much quicker and more openly political response
that was well supported by Chinese-Australians than that of the 1980s inspired by the
Blainey remarks. This response included in 1998 the founding of the Unity Party by
Dr Peter Wong. In 1999 both Peter Wong and Henry Tsang were elected to NSW
Parliament, while Robert Ho took over the Sydney City Council position.
Nevertheless perceptions of “more overt” racism were reported by those working in
the community sector as was surprise at the willingness of Chinese-Australians to
demonstrate publically about these issues.12

Questions to ask/answer?
•

Degree those from ‘Greater China’ motivated by their children’s educational
future?
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Role of the Chinese Australian Union?
Details of the children of the ‘Tiananmen’ generation?
Consulate interest in Overseas Chinese?
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